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Abstract
In this paper we discuss how the optimal compensator
can be clculated in HW mixed sensitivity munmiza-
tion problems for a cla of unstable distributed Vstems.
An operator theoretic (skw Toeplitz) aproach is taken
which builds on a franework develo m the previous
papers [12) [131, [14) for calculati the optimal perfor-
mancee We poit out that such an optimal controller,
which be ifinite dimensional in eral can be ap-
proximated wuin the techniques of [1T] to fd a corre-
sponding suboptimal finite dimensional compensator.
1 Introduction
In the papers [12], [13], [14], an operator theoretic
(skew Toepldit) approach was employed in order to com-
pute the optimal performance for sevral linds of two-
block HWoptimization problems for a broad class of un-
stable distributed systems. For stable plants,such an
approach was first worked out in [17]. An extension of
this approach to the unstable case has been presented in
[5]. The purpose of this present note is to give an ex-
plicit formula for the optimal (distributed) compensator
arising in such two-block problems.
In this pape we consider shift-invariant plants which
are stabilizable in an L2 input-output sense, and so pos-
sess a coprime factorization over HW. We additionally
require that the denominator is rational (so the plant
has finitely many unstable poles) and we impose a mild
smoothness assumption on the numerator outer part. We
will see that it is straightforward to compute both the op-
timal performance and compensator for such plants from
a finite system of linear equations. Indeed, for the stan-
dard mixed sensitivity/complementary sensiti-vity prob-
lem the number of such linear equations only depends on
the MacMilan degrees of the weighting filters, and the
number of unstable poles of the given plant. Hence, the
major restriction of our method is that we require that
the unstable distributed plant only have a finite number
of unstable poles.
'This work was supported by the National Science Foundation
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We would like to mention that the skew Toeplitz tech-
niques employed here have been used to synthesize con-
trollers for several types of flexible structures and delay
systems in [9] and [3]. We should also note that be-
sides the frequency domain approach to distributed H'O
optimization, which we use here to synthesize optimal
controllers, there have been other approaches, most no-
tably those based on state space techniques. See [2] for
a comprehensive list of refers on this approach to
distnrbuted HW control.
2 Generalities on Two Block
Problems
In this section we wil review the reduction of sev-
eral 2-block H0-minimization problems to the compu-
tation of the norm of a certain skew Toeplitz operator.
We should note that in the finite dimensional case, and
stable distributed case this type of reduction is rather
standard. However, in the framework of unstable plants
given below, there are a few additional technical difficul-
ties. The work here is taken from [13) to which we refer
the reader for full details.
We first set up some notation. The Hardy spaces H2
and HIW are defined on the unit disc in the standard way.
We denote
E :_ {f E H: f(i) =f(z)},
RHw := {rational functions in fl .
We consider the feedback configuration of Figure 1 with
Gn
Gd
and GC, E H04, Gd C RHl. We assume that (i) Gn -
mnG,,G, where mT, E fR is inner (arbitrary) and G,, E
HOO is outer, and (ii) Gn is analytic and non-zero at the
zeros of Gd in the closed unit disc. We also write Gd =
MdGd4 where md E RhIo is inner and GdC, RHfI is
outer. Under these assumptions there exist X E RH°°
and Y E Hf such that the Bezout equation holds:
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(To construct solutions of (I), X must be chosn to sat-
isfy a set of interpolation constraints at the zeros of Gd
in the closed unit disc so that Y = (1 - XG,)/IG be-
longs to HI. Since the constraints are finite in number,
X can always be chosen to be rational.) The set of all
controllers which stabilize the plant can now be written
from the Youla paametrzaio
=x +QGd
y -QG,
for someQ E4. I S = (l+PC)-' bethesensitivity
functio and note that
S = 1 - XG, - QGmGQ. (2)
X ] ( )
We refer the reader to 141 for a detailed dis ion on
this type of step. Now since Gd is ratioal, we can find
a rational R1 E H" such that
GG,,x R, E rw.
GD
Note that RA has to satisfy coly finitely may interpoa-
timn condtion DefininAg
Q2= QX + GG,uX - AR
G0d
and Qs = Gi.Q*, we have,
Tisu fom of the ssivtyfuncton Wil be explite
below.
There aeseral mixedsensitivity Minimintionprob-
Ies which can be reduced to the "standardr 2-block
H" problem. For example., consder the feedback con-
furationof Fgure l,and let 1O0. Then in the S
and T= l-SI mixedenitivitymiimizationproblem
we want to miim the effect of the worst 23 on the
'weighted si of Miterest,' Wlc2 and W2Pe,2 in the
eneg amplitio n, i.e., we want to find
VIAc s2Lig 0*212w
where denote the energy (2-norm). As is well-
knwn, this problm is equivalet to findi g
P=clt W2(s - ) co"
where WI1, W2 E RH' ae given weightin functions with
Wf', Wj1 E R. From (2) we can write
=eI[ WI; t ]-,[GWI QGuG4
Writing W,7W; + WW, =0GG were 0, G-' E RHw
and peom ig a unitary tansormation we obtain 113)
#_i 1t G-1I W, - XGG -QG^GxG]
Since cr1W1W1 E RL¶t,the exists a finite Blaschke
product b2 E RD"' such that Wo := hG-WIW1 and
belongs to RH". Thus
inf |Wo- GXb!s-QhGG G ] (3)
We now wnte p GGwAQ, G2 := -WIW,WG,- Then
under certain mila conditions on the plant and the weights,
(3) reduces to
=s I_w[w+ rom- ^s1.QI (5)
where W, = -.1, in, = &inin, and m = b1in,. This
is a 2-block prioblem in which Wo, Wo, G are rational
fUnctions inkH¶ m is arbitrary inn (mince m, is arbi-
trary inner) and mn = mmi where mj is inne rational.
Note that the outer part of the plant numeator G. is
not aumed to be raionaL In Setion 4 below, we use
the optimal iutepolant Qss to find the
optimal controer achieving the perrance levl p.
We can do a simila type of reduction for the so-called
S and CS mixed sensitivity minimsWaionproblem, where
gi, we wat to miims the dect of wost Xz2, but
this time the of interest ae W1e2 and W4e. See
Figur 1. This leads to the problem of finding
(6)a c It w ]
where W1,Me Rf&'" are given weighting functios with
Wjt Wj1 e Rfr". It is intesting to mar that
the problem of robustns optimizatio in thegp metric
([7J) and its weighted vesion ([8]) can be wrntten in the
form (6), fo cmrtin dcoice of the weighting functions
W1, W2 E RH¶, providig that GX is invertble L1I.
For the reducton of (6) to 2-block form we will make
an additional hat 0 s rati l. Since
CS = XGd + QG, we can write
Qefte | | ] [- ]X _W2Gd
Since G,. is ratianal we have that G':,G is ratioal and
we can wnie WC0:G.Wz + WG,':GeW: = GG where
0, G-' e R . Once again a unitary transformation
leads to [131
inWR[ WjG*O- - XG1-QGGj ] |(7)
XGjt + YGd = 1. (1)
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Again there exists a finite Blaschke product b, E RH00
such that Wo := 6m,WW,;WlGC-' belongs to RFt.
Define WO:= GX, m := b,rn,, Mr:= b,rInMd and Go:=
W,W2GdG-'. Then (7) reduces to
_in | Wo-Womr-QQmCGGd |
Now let Qi := QGGa. Then as before, under mild con-
ditions on the plant and the weighting functions, it can
be shown that
p = inf|[ Wo Worn- Qimrn]
Qi EROGo.
(8)
Once again, in Section 4, we use the optimal interpolant
Ql,op to find the corresponding optimal controller achiev-
ing the performance level p.
We consider now the standard form (8). This is the
same general form as (5). Note that in the stable plant
case Wo = 0 andmrn = 1, i.e. m,= m. Let S :PH- H2
denote the unilateral shift, H(m.) := H3ern.H and let
PH(m.) be the orthogonal projection onto H(Qn). Then
it follows from the Commutant Lifting Theorem that p =
h1Ail whereA:H -H(n4) f lis definedby
(W0(S) Wo(S)m(S))A:=[PH1(..) Go(S) (9)
Note that p2 is the largest element of a(A-A)-the
spectrum of A*A-which consists of the discrete spec-
trum cd(A*A) (i.e. lar values ofA with finite multi-
plicity) and its complement .(A*A), the essential spec-
trum. We will assume throughout this note that the norm
ofA is achievedat asingular value. In [14], there is a full
discussion of the essetial spectrum, and when the above
assumption is valid. In the next section we will summa-
rize our approach to computing the singular values and
vectors of operators of the form (9). This will be a key
step in computing the optimal compensator.
3 Norm of 2-Block Operator
In this section we sketch our derivation of a finite
rank type formula for the norm (and singular values) of
the operator A.
Let the operator A be defined as in (9) where Wo, Wo,
Go E RH00, m fE t is inner (arbitrary), M, = MdM
and md E f0' is a finite Blaschke product. We wish to
find p > 0 and 0 # y E HV such that
(A*A-p2I)y=O. (10)
(Note that such a p will be a singular value and such a y
will be a singular vector of the operator A.)
From (9), this is equivalent to
{ (Wo(s) -Wo(S)*m(S)*) PH(,M) (Wo(S)-Wo(S)m(S))
+Go(S)*Go(S) - p21} y = 0.(11)
Now write
wo = B *
c£ o = DWOK' WO= K -K
where B, C, D, and K are real polynomials (with K-' E
H°°). Then (11) holds for some 0 # y E H2 if and only
if
Rx := {(B(S)' - C(S)'rn(S)*) PH(m) (B(S) - C(S)mn(S))
+D(S)*D(S) -p2K(S)*I(S)} x = 0 (12)
holds for some 0 # X:E HP. Note that we can express
such an z as
x=Kl y, yEH.
In order to solve (12) for p and x, one needs to ex-
plicitly compute the action of the operator R on z. This
is done by studying the action of R on the canonical
decomposition
= u +rn,v, u E H(m.), v E H2. (13)
(See [14] for the details.) What we will need for our
present purposes is the following summary of formulae
from (14].
First note that since S'S = I and all polynomials
have real coefficients we can write
{D(S)*D(S) -p2K(S)*K(S) + B(S)B(S)}
P(S, S*)
= P_t,s*n + - - - + PO + ... + PUS*
where in fact Pi = P_,. Similarly we can write
{D(S)*D(S) - p2K(S)*K(S)}
Q(S,S*)
Q-_nS"+ +Qo+... + QsSS
where Qi = Q
In particular, one can show that for the condition
Rz =0, to hold, we need the following two conditions:
o = Q(Z,X-')v+T.(z)§t
0 = P(z,z=I)u + Tu(z),
(14)
(15)
where l is constant complex vector of length 3n+ 21, and
the vector-valued functions T. and T. can be explicitly
computed form the given problem data as in [14].
These two equations can be utilized to write down an
explicit system of 3n + 2C linear equations in 3n + 21 un-
knowns (the entries of 4) which determines the necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of u E H(m,,)
and v E H2 (not both zero) satisfying R(u + m,,v) = 0,
from which we derive the required singular vector via
y := K(u +mrv).
These equations can be expressed in matricial form as
E)(p) = 0,
where e(p) is an explicitly computable (3n + 21) x (3n +
2t) matrix. (See [14] for the formula for e.) Note that
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the optimal performance p can be characterized as the
largest p for which o.40(p)) = 0.
We should finally note that Handong Tu and Kathryn
Lenz of the University of Minnesota at Duluth have coded
the above procedure into a MATLAB program.
4 Optimal Compensators
In this section, we use our knowledge of the ngular
vectors and singular values of A to write down the opti-
mal compensator. This is done in terms of the equation
e(,4*. = 0, (16)
where the optimal perrmance it and the corrnding
optimal 40 are computed as above. Then usig the the-
ory sketched in the prevous section, we may construct
fIom equations (15) and (14), u E H(m.), v E EI, and
y4s,) := K(sXu(s) + m4s$s(s)),
such that
ACAy. =92y,
PR*-)(WS(S) - WO(S)m(S)A IGo(S)f








Note that gIj =1. Ftom [153, we have
Al.e- *OM)(WM web|=[w *'m- m ]
for some qe,E HI . (q.g is caled the optima isterpolat




Wo = B/K, Wo= C/K, yo = (u + ,v)K.
Thus, from the above, we see that
PirB(fa,u) -PrVCte + (B-Cm)v
This can be written as,
q,(z) = K()T(z) + (B(z) - C(z)in(z))Q(x,r1P1T(z) (P(Z'z-)-'T.(z)t + rn(z)Q(zz-,)-'T(z)O, 20
where P(z,-1) and Q(z,Z-1) are as defined above. The
functions Ta(z), Tj(z), and T2(z) can explicitly computed
from the problem data B, C, D, K,m, n,. The formulae
for T.(s) and T(z) are g in 1141. A c to the
way t is defliedin [14], the functionT(z) taes the form:
s~I ... Ei 0 0Tb(z) =1z . -] O - o O ¢e..
[0 0 o ...
whee the BA's are the adficiens of B(z), it Bo +
Blzl + -e + B,, := B(z).
Usn q.,. we can compute the optimal controller foir
the mixed smivity p ldwrMcSection 2.
Camel S and T Problem.
Note form Section 2 that the optimal conbtrll is given
X+GeQby X_ GAO
_~~~~~.
waouoqw~ - GUX--~~~~Y l-G--- -xGd
In term £of the uncts G,GQ,Q2QS iAtroduced in
Section2,wehamethat
=5t' m,Qa~,g + Rj) X
whee Q3,*, = q. as defined in equaion (20). This lead
@~to
3 = G 1GG- (_I3s + RI)
In- G1"(ineQ,w, + R1L)
Remark The Bezout identity and the definition of RI
imply that
1-mG-'(mnQs + RI}
becoMe Zeoat the zeros of m.Therfre,theG dterM
Further, in the controller does not cancel the open right half plane
)yn-m1jiII,W* II8 poles of the plant. However, the "optimal' controllerP^(WWo) (WPWW rmi(W-romAh)Yt(18) tries to invert the outer part of the plant, which means
that it will cancel the aginary a poles and zer, and
HIence, from (17) and (18), we have it may be improper. These problems can be reovedby a
judicous choice of the weighting functions in the original
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Case 2: S and CS problem.
In this case, the optimal controller is given by
Ccpt = Gd1 -(X + G-'MdQl,opt)
I - Gn(X + G-'mdQl,opt)
where Qj,opu := qopt.
Remark: Similarly to the above case, the Gd term in
the controller does not cancel the open right half plane
poles of the plant. However, it cancels the imaginary axis
poles. Generically, the optimal controller for this case is
proper, and does not cancel the imaginary axis zeros of
the plant.
As far as the computation of the optimal controller is con-
cemred, the key in both cases is to find q0g. from p and t
and substitute it into the C0,, expressions given above.
The optimal interpolant q0 can be explicitly computed
from the problem data, as shown in this note. Finally,
we point out that such an optimal controller, which will
be infinite dimensional in general, can be approximated
using the techniques of [11] to find a corresponding sub-
optimal finite dimensional compensator.
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Figure 1: Standard feedback configuration
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